
ATF Association counters Congressman Sensenbrenner’s 
reaction to GAO report 

Des Moines, IA…. GAO’s report on ATF recommends valuable steps to rebuild the primary federal law 
enforcement agency fighting gun and explosives fueled violent crime. “Congressman Sensenbrenner’s plan 
to shutter ATF is the wrong direction at exactly the time we need to use GAO’s recommendations to grow 
and fund this valuable law enforcement agency” according to ATFA president Bill Earle.  

“Since ATF’s transfer to the Department of Justice in 2003 Congress has repeatedly denied requests to 
properly fund staffing. It has taken over 7 years to get a confirmed director for the organization.   After 
years on a leadership and fiscal starvation diet it’s not surprising that GAO found a need to restore the ATF 
funding base,” said Earle. “It’s disingenuous to deny the resources to succeed and then call for dismantling 
ATF. After a director was finally confirmed in 2013 ATF has been able to restart hiring and use its limited 
resources to focus on violent crime. After better congressional funding in 2014 ATF is on track to add 200 
agents to its ranks. Promoting a merger plan within the Justice Department undermines moral at ATF, 
dissipates investigative expertise and takes the pressure off gangs, drug traffickers, arsonists and violent 
felons,” added Earle.  

ATF’s emphasis on impacting violent crime was properly recognized by GAO. With a national focus ATF 
can often make a difference when state and local police are frustrated. ATF’s successful longstanding 
collaborations with state and local enforcement are a federal model to enhance not collapse. This 
partnership has made ATF a standout in the numbers of gun violent felons taken off the street.  

Dating more than 100 years, ATF and its predecessor agencies have enforced laws and regulations enabling 
the legal commerce in firearms. Arms and the US constitution have presented ATF with the complex task 
of balancing citizen rights and criminal misuse.   GAO touched on the complexity of this enforcement 
mission but many in Congress ignore the knowledge and experience base that ATF personnel must enlist. 
Each of ATFs mission responsibilities presents an often controversial balancing, restraint on information 
collection and deference to legislative and judicial mandates. “Breaking ATF apart might feel good for 
some but it squanders the well trained agent and investigator assets pursuing violent gun felons while 
assuring the space for legal use,” said Earle.    

The lack of funding to fully support the interdiction of tobacco and alcohol smuggling is shortsighted. GAO 
found that few resources are dedicated to these areas. In 2013 over $25 billion dollars was collected in 
these federal excise taxes. A healthy, properly funded ATF would produce huge additional returns for not 
only the federal treasury but also to state and local coffers.  

Congress should take the work of GAO as an opportunity to restore and prepare ATF for a future where its 
assets and expertise will be critical for safe and sustainable communities.   

  

About the ATF Association – Organized and supported by the retired and active professional staff of ATF 
and its predecessor agencies, the association supports the missions of ATF through education, support and 
communication for and among its membership. The association foundation aids law enforcement officers in 
need as well as their survivor family members.    

 


